The use of double-metallic Au / Ag layers coupled to InGaN quantum well (QW) results in wide-spectrum tuning of the Purcell peak enhancement of the spontaneous recombination rate for nitride light-emitting diodes.
The results from figure 4 clearly indicate that the use of Ag-only SP structure resulted in enhancement factor with decreasing value as the wavelength is away from the SP frequency. However, the use of Au/Ag double metallic layer structure leads to increase in Purcell factor for emission wavelength between the two SP frequencies, with enhancement up to 7-times in the green spectral regime. Strong IQE enhancement for green-emitting InGaN QWs is of great interest, as the nitride LEDs suffer from significant charge separation in this wavelength regime.
In summary, the use of double-metallic layers on top of semiconductor was proposed as a new approach to tune the SP frequency between the two SP frequencies of the single metal on top of the semiconductor. PL studies demonstrated the concept of the SP dispersion tuning by using the double-metallic layers deposited on top InGaN / GaN QWs. The concept of the SP frequency tuning using Au / Ag layers deposited on top of GaN can be extended with other double-metallic layers on GaN to tune SP frequency from UV up to red spectral regime. This approach is applicable for SP LEDs with significantly enhanced R Rad and IQE for a wide frequency range in the visible regime. References:
